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Spat tails 
look  for their 
first victory 
this weekend 
when they 
face 20th 
ranked
 Cal 
See story on 
Friday. September 24, 1993 
Students 
can assist 
police 
By Shari Kaplan 
It's late and you are walking 
through an SJSU 
parking  garage when you see someone breaking 
into a red sports car. 
Would you call the 
police, or do nothing at 
all? 
How about calling 924-STOP. 
This is the number of SJSU Crime Stoppers. 
Affiliated with San 
Jose
 Crime Stoppers Inc., 
it is 
a local branch of Crime Stoppers
 International, 
the worldwide 
investigative and crime preventa-
tive program established in 
New Mexico in 
1976. 
According to Lowe, UPD 
has been working 
on implementing a 
program like Crime 
Stop-
pers
 since 1989. The phone line was 
not  set up 
until last October. 
'This  is the first university in the state of 
Cali-
fornia  to start up a Crime 
Stoppers
 program," 
said UPD Lt. Bruce Lowe. 
"Since we're
 affiliated with the city of San 
Jose," he 
said,  "we don't have to 
incorporate
 or 
have our own board of 
directors.  
"I think this program 
will  be a benefit to stu-
dents, staff and 
faculty.
 They may have knowl-
edge of things
 they might not feel 
comfortable  
talkini
 to the police about. 
This  is an avenue for 
them.  
Trina Richbourg, a senior sociology major, 
agrees. "If this will help other people, it's worth 
it,  she said. "It certainly sounds more conve-
nient and less intimidating than visiting or call-
ing the police." 
But Lowe is concerned about
 people's lack of 
knowledge about the program. 
'There have been no calls at all," he said. "In 
general, the flyers haven't generated much 
notice. Public awareness must rise to a level so 
that
 they want to be involved." 
Kathy Cruz, a junior advertising major, is 
among those students Lowe hopes to 
alert to 
the existence
 of Crime Stoppers. 
"I didn't know we had it at all," she said. "I've 
heard of the program but didn't know it was on 
campus." 
This awareness is most likely to come from 
media participation, Lowe said. The LTD would 
like to get its Crime Stoppers involved with KSJS 
radio and perhaps a local TV station. There are 
also plans for a special weekly Crime Stoppers 
segment in the Spartan 
Daily,  with a photo of 
suspect(s) and a description of the crime. 
The
 Crime Stoppers program is focused on 
See CRIME. page 3 
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SJSU
 professor: 
NEA  should 
get
 government 
money 
By Pat Matas 
Spanan Daily SUB-Writer 
In July, the House of Represen-
tatives approved cutting the 
National Endowment for the Arts 
budget 
by 5 perce,,t or $8.7 mil-
lion. 
This
 would cut the New...t jd-
get from 
$174.9 million to $166.2
 rejected a bill from
 Senator Jesse 
million. It was 
passed by a vote 
of
 Ilehn,, R-N.C.,
 thin  mild have 
240  to 
184. 
g..iten I id of the NIA altogether. 
The federally
-funded 
agency 
Robert
 
Milnes,  the
 director
 of 
has been 
creating
 controversy
 the SJSIT's department  of art and 
over 
the years with some of its 
col- design, thinks the
 NI- A should 
lections.
 
Last week, the 
U.S  
Senate
 
See 
ARTS.  page 
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Students paint  impressions of model Chayne, left, 
standing,
 has her 
class
 ,i an outdoor assignment
 
outside
 
Morris Dailey
 Wednesday. 
Altoon Suoltan,
 once a 
semester.  She say' I Ile class is 
about  "seeing." 
Pro -choice 
walkers
 hit
 
the 
streets 
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1q111 
.0111i1X 
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Abortion
  some are for it, some are against 
it, but none can 
ignore  it. 
For the last 20 years, 
American
 women have 
had reproductive freedom.
 No woman can be 
forced to have an abortion,
 or ( ontinue art 
unwanted pregnancy 
Today, a new generation must continue the 
battle to keep 
abortions safe and legal. They are 
%ming, and have no 
memories  of the time 
vs hen back alley procedures caused 
countless  
deaths.
 
Roe vs. Wade was a court battle waged in 
1973, vet its 
decision is still the focus of 
the 
reproductive war 
between  the pro -life and pro-
( hoice movements. The horrors of the
 time
 
before 
Roe will not be forgotten by the genera-
tion who lived through it. But for today s twen-
tysomethings, the fight is to keep the Roe deci-
sion intact. 
"As 
young  adults, we didn't live before Roe, 
and we 
didn't
 everience the era when abor-
tions were illegal, said 
Denelle
 Fedor, president 
of Students For
 Choice. "What we want to show 
is our support and that
 we want 
a say in our 
See ABORTION. 
page  4 
SJSU band
 
may 
march 
to 
silver screen
 
By Daphne Dick 
spana) oaily 
Staff Writer 
Lights, camera, action may 
be seeing 
the 
SJSU marching band  'le final scene of 
the movie "Beverly Hills ( 
.1) III," which is 
lieirig  filmed at ParamounCs :teat America. 
It is not definite yet," said 
SM.'
 Band Direc-
tin Scott
 Pierson. 
The film, staring Eddie Murphy, will begin 
shr
 
roting
 the final scene
 at 
Great  
America  on 
and 
continue
 
through  Oct. 19. 
ryailable  on 
Oct.  19," Pierson 
,,ing 
goes over 
schedule,
 the 
haiII  will  .r be 
able to 
do 
it." 
i 
the 
hand
 will he done lir video 
tape. 
On
 
I, 
tiger reviews the tape, she will pass 
it 
along  
triir  din
 Landis.  the director, who will 
then decide
 if the band is what they are lor Acing 
See BAND 
page
 3 
A.S. searches for students 
to 
fill  open board positions 
By :Lira S. 
Cluctl 
Spartan  1>aily Staff Writer
 
A.S. is looking to fill empty 
committee 
positions  and 
increase student involvement. 
Sharon 
Jennings,  
director  of 
communications
 for AS.,  
announced
 this week that the 
student gover
 nment needs 
to
 
promptly 
fill Val
 
I, 
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ih,a  
have  
Ireen
 
lift 
rpcii
 r. the
 begin-
ning  of 
the 
semester.
 
Jennings  
iii1 the A.S. needs 
people 
!low
 because it is 
equired to 
meet
 a quo-
rum. 
There  
must  be a eel - 
tain 
number
 of 
board  and 
committee merit 
lets
 CSC! 
ii
 
at 
a meeting if 
proposals
 are 
to 
be 
passed
 
and business
 items 
are to be di,. ,Issed. 
...Indents
 
to 
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important 
commit
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it 
albs
  
Monrs
 i0 
all the dif-
ferent strident organizations 
on
 campus. 
"It gets
 applications
 from, 
&Is'. the 
air building or 
KSJS  
departments
 (in ( :intros
 that 
fic,r1
 
funds
  
and 
this cumi-
n, 
decides where the 
11,.
  
r 
Approximately  
 .
 it 
e 
open in 
this  pai-
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minittee."
 
  r the available
 AS. 
positions ate seats on the jtuli-
STUDENTS. page 3 
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'The County of Santa 
:lira
 
Solid Waste
 Comm i,st, 
ti 
approved  funding of a 
In.(  
NM) 
corium
 t 
with 
GDR to continue
 
pory iding
 a centralized
 le( y -
r ling hod inc. The commission 
voted  to put 
the  
contra(
 
I 
'tit 
for bid next
 war. 
CDR 
Aire( tor 
Bi e 
Olszewski,  a 
podessor  iii the 
environmental
 
studies
 
depart-
ment. is working with 
student  
volunteets
 hi prepare a grant 
proposal
 
to 
develf tp a 
geo-
staphi(
 data-
base and
 
I r 
move
 
(DR's
 
"Re( velopet 
ha " 
on-line. 
The 
"Recyr
 
11,11edia"
 
is a 
database
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infornia-
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whi( 
.1)R pr ((vides
 
to the 
pulilk 
Olszcw ski is a strong advo-
cafe for intellig(rit waste 
man-
agement.
 
"It's the management
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Editorial 
Clinton's
 
health
 plan
 
might work 
We must give it a chance before 
 
criticizing its
 weaker points 
In
 announcing a 
revolutionary  health care 
i eform plan, the Clinton administration
 has 
plunged into the deep, dark 
abyss  of the 
unknown.  
President Clinton's address to Congress
 and the 
nation raised many questions about heath
 care's 
future
 in America. How much will it cost? 
Who  will 
it 
hurt?  Who will it help? Will it work? 
His plan follows the path carved out by Social 
Security in the 1930s and civil
 rights laws in the 
1960s, programs that were faced with many 
of
 
these  same questions. 
"In a time of change, you have to have mira-
cles," Clinton said. His first challenge is getting 
America behind him to try and fix a system in des-
perate  need of repair. 
To help accomplish his "miracle," Clinton's 
plan consists of six basic principles: security, sim-
plicity, savings, choice, quality
 and responsibility. 
In emphasizing security, Clinton touched on 
the fear of many American that if they leave one 
job, they will lose 
their  insurance. 
Under the president's 
proposal,
 all Americans 
would have a health care plan equivalent to those 
offered to employees of  large corporations. Work-
ers 
and employers would be grouped in regional 
networks to negotiate the best rates from medical 
providers. Regardless of changes in employment, 
everyone would be covered. 
In addition, the government would move in the 
direction of 
health  maintenance organizations 
(HMOs), the current trend in the health care mar-
ket. The plan would also work toward employers 
making employees pay part of the costs. 
Clinton is correct in saying 
all  Americans 
should have health care. But don't expect health 
care reform over night; His Wednesday night 
speech is only a proposal. A workable, bipartisan 
plan must still be debated and voted on in Con-
gress in the next year. 
Republicans criticized the Clinton plan for lack-
ing detail and creating another needless
 bureau-
crac-v. They also said "the cure cannot be worse 
than the disease," meaning that the president's 
plan will cause more harm than good. 
Opponents fail to realize the
 proposal is a step 
in the right direction. While it may not end the 
nation's health care crisis, it is a step closer to 
affordable health care for all Americans, not just 
those who can pay for it. 
Why shouldn't those below the 
poverty
 line be 
afforded the same medical care as those making 
$250,000
 a 
year?  
Clinton's plan isn't perfect but neither is Social 
Security. What the president needs is an opportu-
nity.'The system is broken 
and there is no excuse 
but to fix it," 
Clinton  said. 
Be thankful that this president is making good 
on one of his campaign promises. Clinton, at the 
very least, deserves credit for being courageous 
enough to take a chance on providing health care 
for all Americans. 
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Political  
Correctness
 backlashes
 
NOw
 that the '90s have 
been in 
steady
 rota-
tion for a few years, we 
have learned the
 trials and tribu-
lations 
of
 many tabloidesque 
sto-
ries: The Mike Tyson
 deal, the 
Anita Hill 
Hearings,  and the 
cleansing
 of certain sexist vocab-
ulary words, like changing "stew-
ardess" to "flight attendant,"
 
"mailman" to 
"mail carrier." 
I can 
agree  with 
replacing
 
words. In the first two examples, 
however, it is 
hard
 to decide 
which party 
is telling the truth. 
But I  was shocked when I 
read Clarence Page's 
story on 
Antioch 
College
 in Yellow 
Springs, Ohio. Page 
is a colum-
nist for the
 Chicago Tribune, 
and his story woke me 
up
 to the 
absurdity in the world we may 
face in several years. 
This college has allowed Anti-
och officials to 
approve
 a policy 
that requires verbal consent 
when 
college
 students play the 
dating 
game  
The law is stated 
as such, and 
I swear I'm not making this up: 
"Obtaining sexual consent is 
ongoing process in any sexual 
interaction. 
Verbal  consent 
should be obtained with each 
new level of physical and/or sex-
ual contact/conduct" 
This  includes hand-holding, 
constant reader. 
Can Big Brother be far 
behind? 
Heaven forbid if SJSU 
imple-
mented such a policy. Granted, 
date -rape in general may have 
something to do with this Anti-
och law, and it is a subject that 
needs to be discussed openly 
and without fear. 
Page states that colleges have 
become  "sexual battlegrounds." 
"It is important to note that 
'date rape  or date assault are 
ambiguous terms, argued end-
lessly by 
experts,"
 he wrote. 
"...what about cases in which the 
woman goes along, then has sec-
ond thoughts the next day, 
either out of guilt or out of 
resentment, particularly if the 
guy dumped her? 
"Such defenses are common 
in campus date rape cases, and 
sometimes, at least, the
 defense 
has merit. 
"Women  have new 
freedom, 
yet many express 
confusion
 over 
what to do with 
it,"  Page wrote. 
"Men, too,
 yearn for 
guidelines  
as the rules of 
engagement  
change almost 
daily." 
Communication
 is the best 
way to 
solve most of our 
prob-
lems between consenting 
adults.  
But obviously, 
someone
 in Anti-
och is not listening,
 by establish-
ing a code 
based on human
 
fears.
 
Some of you readers 
may  feel 
this column is 
too  controversial. 
Good.  Keep the letters
 coming. 
But hey, I'm 
opening
 a forum 
here. These are issues we 
all 
should be concerned 
about. 
Page reported Antioch Co17 
loge, a 750
-student
 campus, was 
once a "bastion of 
progressive,  
free -wheeling 
thought that 
seems to be 
having
 second 
thoughts lately." 
The same thing could have 
been said 
of pre-WWII and 
depression -ridden 
Germany  in 
1939 when a little guy 
with
 a 
mustache 
wrote "Mien Kamph,"
 
and changed 
the history of the 
world as we know it.
 
With the mass 
medium  of 
film, the Charlie Chaplinesque 
guy, who 
saluted  a lot, used pro-
paganda to 
influence
 intelligent 
people 
that
 Jews were 
equated  
with rats. 
Is the new Antioch 
law sup-
posed to equate men as ani-
mals? 
I have a strange
 feeling we are 
about  to loose what's 
left  of our 
dignity. 
There 
won't be any
 sex-
police, 
so
 to speak, 
ready to 
catch someone 
unbuttoning a 
bra, or 
unzipping
 a zipper, or 
any kinky 
things shown in that 
new 
Steven
 Bocho series, "NYPD 
Blue."
 
But there will 
be serious 
debate. "Geraldo,"
 "Sally Jesse 
Raphael," "Hard 
Copy," Inside 
Edition" and 
all those other 
tabloid shows
 will have their 
cameras ready to exploit 
the 
next sexual scandal. 
Page
 continues: 
'Those  
KEvix
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scalawags who
 tail to check off 
each milestone of advancement 
before preceding will 
be
 stand-
ing on shaky ground
 if charges 
are brought up later." 
Like sexual harassment 
charges, for example. But hey, 
we're grown adults, right?
 We 
can take a hint, we're
 mature, 
we're  intelligent  we're college 
students. 
So what up with
 the law? Is it 
assuming we can't go on a 
date 
without our animalistic
 id taking 
over? What would happen
 to 
our self-confidence if the Ohio 
college students had
 to follow 
the law to the
 letter? 
But they are expected
 to fol-
low the law. Page states
 that men 
have a good reason to be ner-
vous about everything about a 
date that might be ambiguous
 to 
the other party. I agree. A guy 
giving a girl a friendly 
kiss  on the 
cheek
 might be construed as 
something bad and 
evil in P.C. 
land, the final frontier. 
***** 
flit 
1995. SJSU has installed SUP 
veillance cameras everywhere.
 Every-
one is 
shrouded  in fear. 
"Um,
 is it okay if I put my 
hand around your 
shoulder?"  
he said nervously.
 
"Have you been watching 
Alan Alda 
movies  again?" she 
asked. 
"No, not really. I'm afraid to 
be human anymore. 
It's  this new 
law. I'm supposed
 to ask you if 
everything I do is kosher. Is it 
okay if I go to Ben and Jerry's 
and buy you a ice cream cone?" 
"As long as you don't 
get any 
perverted pleasure
 watching me 
lick it, 
scumbag."
 
Kevin
 Turner is the Daily copy 
chief and a Daily 
columnist.  His 
column appears every
 other Friday. 
Forum  Page 
Policies 
The
 SPARTAN DAILY pro-
vides a daily Forum to 
promote a "market-
place of 
ideas." 
Contributions to the page are 
encouraged 
from students, staff, 
faculty and others 
who  are inter-
ested in the  university at large. 
Any letter or column for the 
forum
 page must be turned in 
to Letters to the Editor's box
 in 
the Spartan Daily newsroom,
 
Dwight Bente] Hall 209, or to 
the information booth in the 
Si i icl 
en t Union. 
Articles may also be mailed to 
the Forum 
Editor, The Spartan 
Daily,
 School of 
Journalism  and 
Mass 
Communications,  San Jose 
State 
University,  One Washing-
ton Square, San
 Jose, CA 95192. 
Articles may be faxed to 
(408) 924-3282. 
Articles and 
letters MUST 
contain the author's name, 
address, daytime phone num-
ber, signature and major. 
Although not encouraged, 
names may be withheld upon 
request. 
Contributions must be typed 
or submitted on a 3.5 inch com-
puter disk using Microsoft Word 
on the Macintosh.
 
Always bring a 
printout  of 
your submission. 
Submissions become the 
property of the Spartan Daily 
and will be edited for grammar, 
libel and length. 
Categories available to non -
Daily staff members are: 
Campus Viewpoint: 300 to 
500 word
 essays on current cam-
pus, political or personal issues. 
Submissions should be well 
researched. 
° Letters to the
 Editor: Up to 
200 words
 responding to a 
cer-
tain issue or point 
of
 view. If they 
are longer, they may edited for 
length.
 
Other articles
 appearing on 
this page are: 
Reporters or Editor's 
forum: 
° Opinion pieces written by 
the staff writers
 or editors which 
do not necessarily reflect
 the 
majority views of the Spartan 
Daily, the 
School
 of Journalism 
and Mass Communications or 
SJSU. 
Reporters are prohibited 
from 
writing  opinions on issues 
they have covered for 
news sto-
ries. 
Staff  Editorials: These are 
unsigned opinion pieces that 
express the 
majority  opinion of 
the 
editorial  board of the Spar-
tan 
Daily.  
Smokers
 need 
to butt out 
Wiith
 all due respect to 
smokers,  smok-
ng or not smoking is not just
 a cut 
and dried 
issue. 
People from both sides
 talk about their rights. 
Smokers make the 
decision  to pick up the 
cancer
 
stick and light it 
and  non-smokers choose 
not
 to. 
What
 smokers fail to realize, or rather acknowl-
edge, is that when they smoke,
 no matter how far 
behind them they hold their cigarette or how
 vig-
orously they fan their
 smokeit still permeates 
the area, making 
the decision of the non-smoker 
null
 and 
void.  
The word 
'area'  was used in place of the word 
'room' 
because  smokers feel that when they are 
outside, 
their  cigarette smoke just simply 
evapo-
rates
 from their exhaling lips without leaving any 
trace  of 
smell.  
The non-smoker's 
sometimes  instant reaction 
of fanning away smoke from their
 face is just as 
strong and innate as the smoker's 
subconscious 
habit of 
pulling  out a cigarette and lighting it up. 
We're not asking you 
to quit smoking, unless 
of course we love you and want you
 to live longer 
and healthier.
 Just don't smoke near 
us or have 
us breath your 
smoke. 
...when they smoke, no 
matter how 
far behind them 
they hold 
their cigarette or 
how vigorously they fan
 their 
smoke  it still permeates 
the 
area...'
 
Attending a 49er game with six smokers, seat-
ed directly behind you creating constant smoke,
 
is a really pleasant experience. NOT! At least 
two people are smoking at all times, giving no 
repneve to the person seated near them gasping 
for clean air between cigarette 
spells. 
Why should we miss plays from the game 
because we're fanning smoke away from .our 
eyes? If the smoker wants to 
smoke,  then they 
should miss a good play; they're the ones who 
want 
the  damn cigarette! 
'People with asthma and 
respiratory diseases... have 
enough problem... 
without
 
having to worry about 
warding off 
deadly smoke.' 
Some smokers  
think  that people choose not 
to smoke because they are pious or prude. It's 
very probable that almost 
every  smoker out there 
can think of someone who does not smoke who 
would be 
considered  a live-on -the -edge type of 
person. C'mon, I 
know you can. 
Another incredibly annoying aspect for a non-
smoker is to go somewhere 
and have a co-worker, 
classmate or 
friend
 say, "you smell like smoke," 
especially after you just 
showered  and sprayed 
your best 
perfume  or cologne 
on.
 
People with asthma and respiratory diseases 
should be considered as well. They have enough
 
problems with their lungs and
 health without 
having to worry about 
warding
 off deadly smoke. 
Often, smokers get 
their  feelings hurt because 
they think that their 
cot noany is undesirable; that 
simply makes no sense because it's 
so
 obvious
it's not
 themit's 
their  smoke. 
It's not too
 much to ask to refrain from flick-
ing your bic until you 
can  do it without bothering 
someone else. 
Erika D. 
Schuman
 is a Daily staff 
writer  
Letters to 
the Editor 
Random
 prattle 
Editor: 
This letter is 
regarding  the Random Prattle sec-
tion in etc. from Sept. 16. 
It's truly unfortunate the less than 
average  
writer has no clue what
 goes on in the "Frat Boy -
Wonderland -Meat-Market -Nightlife" of San Jose. 
Where was this person when Arrested Develop-
ment
 played F/X, Social Distortion and the 
Cranes at the Oasis, Nirvana at the Cactus Club 
and the show featuring Pappas Culture put on by 
the crew of Ajax Lounge? 
Maybe the Random Prattle should quit hang-
ing around Paradise Beach, San 
Jose Live and DR 
Coopers five nights of the week, or should consid-
er moving to that cute little city up north. 
King Raffi 
KSJS radio station 
1 
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CAREER 
PLANNING 
AND PLACE-
MENT:
 
Videotaped
 
practice inter-
views,
 
12:30p.m.
 and 
2:00p.m.  
0-6/0-7.
 Call Career Resource
 
Center
 
924-6033
 
CHINESE 
CAMPUS  FELLOWSHIP:
 
Speaker
 meeting, 
2:30p.m.  
Guadalupe, S.U. 
Call Wingfield 
252-6876 
CHI 
OMEGA:  Dinner and movie 
night, come 
have fun with the 
Chi O's1
 6:00p.m., 435 South
 
6th St. Call 
Jenni  D. 279-9680 
DEPARTMENT OF THEATER ARTS: 
"A 
Piece of My Heart" 
8:00p.m.,
 University Theatre 5th 
and San Fernando $10 general 
admission,
 $6 sr./student Call 
box office 
924-4555 
DIRECT  ACTION ALLIANCE: 
Gen-
eral 
body meeting 
7:00p.m.,
 
Peace Center 48 S. 
7th  St. and 
San Fernando. 
Call  Juan Haro 
236-3765  
TERESA
 HAUGE-GIOVANZANA: 
"Gioanna Regalia 
and  the 
Guadalupe 
River Park Project" 
exhibit Art 
Building,
 Gallery 5, 
6:00-8:00p.m.
 
KAPPA DELTA SORORITY: Kappa
 
Cafe (movies and ice cream, 
music,  fun) 
7:00-9:00p.m.
 278 
S. 10th St. across 
from
 Business 
Tower. 
Call
 279-9035 
LDSSA: 
Latter  Day 
Student
 Asso-
ciation,
 Friday Forum - Play-Do 
Pictionary, 1 
2:30p.m.,  LDSSA 
Student 
Center  66 So. 7th 
St.  
Call 286-3313 
MUSUM 
STUDENT  
ASSOCIATION:  
Meeting 
and Prayer, every
 Fri-
day until end 
of semester 12:30-
1:30 p.m., Student 
Union,  
Costanoan  Rm. Call 
Tarin Aziz 
(510)  785-6169
 
SATURDAY 
AIESEC: Sub-regional, Berkeley 
Call David 924-3453 
DEPARTMENT OF THEATER 
ARTS: 
"A Piece of My Heart" 
8:00p.m., University Theatre 
5th and San Fernando
 $10 gen-
eral admission, $6 
sr./student.  
Call
 box office 924-4555 
JEWISH STUDENT UNION:
 Break 
the 
fast of Yom 
Kippur,
 
7:00p .m. 10696
 Culbertson 
Dr., 
Cupertino. Call Asya 
Z.
 
252-2944 
SUNDAY
 
CATHOUC CAMPUS MINISTRY/ 
NEWMAN COMMUNITY:
 Sunday 
Mass, 6:00p.m Campus Min-
istry Center/ San 
Carlos
 and 
10th. 
Call
 Fr. Mark 298-0204 
CATHOLIC 
CAMPUS 
MiNISTRY/NEWMAN
 COMMUNI-
TY: Sunday Mass, 
8:00 p.m. 
Campus Ministry 
Center/
 San 
Carlos and 10th. Call Fr. Mark 
298-0204 
SJSU CYCLING TEAM: Team 
Ride, Hwy. 9, 8:00 a.m. Meet at 
corner of Hwy.
 9 and Saratoga 
Rd. Call Mike Spitz 295-1355 
SpartaGuide is 
available  to 9RJ itudents, balky and 
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From page 
for. 
Folder also said 
that the cast-
ing call is for a band with blue 
uniforms. If the SJSU band does 
not 
do
 the filming, she is also 
contacting other Bay Area 
schools such as Stanford and 
Berkeley. 
According to Laura Folder, 
who is casting for the film, the 
Recycle 
band may 
only be filmed
 for 
visual 
impact, and not for
 
sound.  
She was
 unsure what
 wages 
the 
band  members
 would 
receive if they 
do
 participate in 
the 
movie, possibly
 more than 
regular
 extras wages for
 use of 
the uniforms 
and equipment
 
Wages for 
extras  normally 
range  between $75 
and  $100 
per day 
depending 
on
 how long 
they are on 
camera or if they
 
have 
speaking lines. 
From 
page
 1 
County, the 
volunteers some-
times find themselves 
fielding 
calls from all 
over the country. 
"The
 other day IFot a call 
from Houston,
 Texas Integrat-
ed 
Waste 
Management,"
 said 
student 
volunteer
 Lisa Stobie.
 
'They
 wanted 
information  on 
recycling
 containers and truck
 
specifications. 
We refer them to 
other 
sources if we 
don't have 
the information."
 
Stobie was 
recruited
 for her 
internship
 with the Santa
 Clara 
County 
Department  
of
 Correc-
tions through 
the  CDR. 
She 
estimated
 that 
the card-
board 
recycling  program 
she 
instituted for that 
department 
has 
already  saved 
the county 
$30,000.  
"I'm  
working
 on 
(another)
 
program to 
recycle 60 
to 70 per-
cent of the waste 
from
 the main 
jail and 
the 
Elmwood
 facility, 
which includes
 the 
correctional
 
center for 
women,"
 Stobie said. 
Mary Mitchell has volun-
teered at the CDR for
 two years 
now, and 
describes herself as a 
community 
volunteer.  She is 
currently working
 for a certifi-
cate
 in integrated waste man-
agement. 
"I enjoy being 
around young 
people,"  
Mitchell  said. 'They 
have 
a sense of optimism 
and 
idealism. I really 
have a lot of 
fun." 
All the energy and enthusi-
asm of volunteers 
at the CDR 
have not been 
ignored
 by the 
State legislature. 
State  Assembly-
man Rusty Areias, 28th District, 
sponsored AB 921 to establish a 
state-wide network of CDRs 
using the 
SJSU
 CDR as a proto-
tYPe 
The CDR is 
located
 in Wash-
ington Square Hall Room 115. 
The toll -free 
hotline is (800) 
533-8414.
 
The 
Spartan
 Daily 
wants to hear
 
from
 you! Write a  letter 
to the 
edftor.
 
receive federal funding. 
"In a democratic
 nation, any 
government  expenditure has to 
be debated," 
%Ines  said. 
Among the NEA 
collections
 
that have sparked
 controversy 
are: 
 a 
sculpture  of two women 
engaging in oral sex 
 a film showing
 one man 
pushing  his head into another
 
man's rectum 
 a photo of a man with a 
bullwhip in his rectum 
 a three-foot mound of syn-
thetic excrement 
 a 
film
 depicting Christ as a 
topless 
woman  
 a crucifix submerged
 in 
urine. 
Milnes 
argued that just 
because people may dislike the 
art work, it doesn't mean that
 it 
shouldn't be federally funded.
 
Students
 
From page 1 
ciary board, which determines 
the constitutionality of any stu-
dent government actions. Its 
election board has the power to 
regulate and supervise. Its pub-
lic relations board deals with the 
A.S. 
publicity.  
There are also available seats 
on Spartan Shops and the Spar-
tan Memorial. 
These deal with decisions
 
regarding the university's book-
store and on campus chapel, 
respectively.
 
Jennings said more positions 
are open, and wants SJSU stu-
dents to be 
informed
 that these 
"A lot of people don't want 
their tax money to go to the 
NEA because they 
don't  want to 
support the art work. But then a 
lot 
of people don't 
want
 their 
tax dollars going to military 
expenditui
 es either,"
 he 
said. 
In 
reference
 to "Piss Christ," 
the depiction 
ofJesus Christ cru-
cified in a container of urine, 
Milnes 
feels  that much of art is 
misunderstood. 
'The problem is that it was 
taken out of 
context,"
 he said. "I 
don't think
 that, given the con-
text of the work, it 
was  intended 
to be as 
derogatory as people 
felt." 
Art students at SJSU produce 
10,000 works a year. 
Milnes  said 
the department
 faces a few con-
troversies each year. The art 
department does not receive 
funds directly from the NEA,
 
but some of the professors have 
received grants from 
the  agency, 
according to Milnes. 
"Should
 we throw out the 
(NEA) program or limit the 
diversified office positions will 
allow them to work with differ-
ent organizations
 on and off 
campus.
 
Site added that there are no 
set qualifications for any of the 
positions. People interested in 
applying should go to the A.S. 
Business office to pick up appli-
cations. 
Jennings said Monica Lun, 
the personnel director, would 
contact applicants to 
set up 
interviews.
 
Lun thinks it is important for 
students to be part of the gov-
erning process."I think it's 
important that the students get 
involved because without them, 
the government won't 
be run-
ning correctly," 
she said. 
Recycle the Daily, daily! 
expression of artists just because 
three or 
four
 works  
become 
problematU
 ? Probably
 not," 
Milnes 
said.  
In April, the U.S. Department 
ofJustite decided to support the 
former Bush administration in 
forcing the NEA to apply stan-
dards of decency when making 
grants to 
projects. 
The 
exhibitions
 director of 
SJSU's department 
of
 art and 
design, Andy Ostheimer, does 
not agree with the 
standards. 
"Who would make those kind 
of decisions
 as 
to 
what  is good 
art and what isn't?" she said. 
"I would hope on 
some
 level, 
art would be controversial. 
What's the point of making art 
unless it has some effect on 
peo-
ple?" 
In his 
book,  "Leaving Town 
Alive: Confessions of an Art War-
rior," John Frohnmayer, the far-
mer head of the NEA, expresses 
surprise that the issue has 
become so controversial. 
"Why should the idea of a 
woman rubbing
 chocolate on 
her body so inflame
 the Ameri-
can  public?" he said in 
his book. 
"Why
 wasn't Jesse 
Helms 
laughed out of Congress the
 
first time he raised his  
bespecta-
cled head with this issue?" 
Milnes adds that 
conii iversial 
art within the NEA 
is
 insignifi-
cant. 
"It's a small number of 
pieces," he said. 
"Some
 members of the 
art 
world believe that the NEA is 
not doing its job if only a small 
number 
of
 artists are controver-
sial." 
According to 
Osilieimer,
 
without already low gavel timent 
funding,
 the NEA would cease 
to 
exist  
"It is interesting to me that if 
you compare the United States 
to other 'civilized 
countries'  of 
the world, we are so low in 
our 
art funding," Ostheimer 
said.  
"We are one of the lowest (coun-
tries) in terms of giving federal 
support
 to the arts." 
Crime
 
From page 1 
strict confidentiality. "If you 
have something you think the 
police need to know, call the 
number," Lowe said. 
Either a person or a 
recorder will be available to 
receive any tip 
or information 
the caller has. 
Callers should make up a 
code name and a code num-
bed -or themselves, Lowe 
said. 
He stressesd that this is the 
only way callers need to iden-
tify 
themselves and that calls 
are 
untraceable.  
Following the initial call, 
they will be 
expected
 to call 
back at 
regular
 intervals, if 
necessary, to answer follow-up 
questions. 
If a conviction is made due 
to tips given by the informant, 
a monetary reward will be 
determined by the Crime 
Stoppers Board of Directors. 
When they call back the 
informant 
will
 be told how to 
claim the reward, which will 
also be an 
anonymous  
process involving
 specialh 
designated banks. 
Money for the 
reward
 pro-
gram is also taken from the 
city's Crime
 Stoppers funds, a 
welcome
 savings for LTD. 
Reward amounts vary wide-
ly, depending up the 
nature 
of 
the crime and the involve-
ment of the informant, v.rith a 
$5,000 maximum. 
3 
DAY  STEREO  SALE 
Everything is first come, first served. Do not be left out! When it's gone, it's gone. 
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Exhibits offer unique
 
outlook
 
Portayals  of 
women in 
a 
different
 perspective 
By 
Carolina  
Moroder  
sp.i.run 
Wily  Staff 
Writer
 
Gallery  3 in the 
Art Building 
has soft, dim 
lights,
 which invite 
the viewer
 to take 
a closer look
 
at the 
photographs  displayed. 
The 
intimate  
relationship
 creat-
ed by 
the  
illumination
 is soon 
changed
 into other
 emotions,
 
when the 
artist gets her message
 
across. 
Artist Tanya 
Turkovich is 
working on 
her master's of fine 
arts  with a 
concentration  in 
pho-
tography. She 
came from the 
University  of 
Washington  in 
Seattle,
 hoping to 
work
 with 
photography
 instructor Barbara 
DeBenevieve.
 
Degenevieve
 is a well known 
photographer.  But 
as a teacher, 
she is 
an
 inspiration to her stu-
dents.
 "She s powerful and a 
great 
resource  person," 
Turkovich 
said.  "She can talk 
about your 
work  in a way that 
makes 
you grow." 
The 
photographer's  
concern
 
is how 
women look at them-
selves.
 An attractive female 
model helps 
her in her objec-
tive. 
"My 
model  started 
IcEking at 
the camera, so 
I became inter-
ested 
in the issue of 
who's look-
ing at whom at one
 point," she 
said. 
"She's  looking at herself, and 
we, as 
the spectator, 
are 
voyetnists  looking at 
her." 
The uneven
 and raw window 
frames that 
surround  the pic-
tures 
add  drama to 
the already 
powerful 
photographs.  "What 
I'm  interested in is 
to get people 
to
 look beyond 
what  they see," 
Turkovich
 said. 
The 
model  is seen 
not
 only 
through  her image 
in the pho-
tograph 
but  in a mirror  
as
 well. 
Controversial 
symbols  
crosses, masks,
 leather  are
 
added to 
the already 
thought -
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ice 
provoking photographs. "Some 
people think it is S & M," 
Turkovich said. "It is not meant 
to be that. I used it as 
a 
metaphor of domination and 
subnussion." 
Most of her photographs 
include a 
vertical line in one way 
or another. Sometimes a cross, 
other times a mirror,
 it is a 
metaphor to portray the 
dichotomy women
 face in cer-
tain 
issues.
 
Turkovich shows a work that 
may seem "safe." A beautiful 
model won't get a negative reac-
tion from the
 public. But the 
issues the artist addresses are 
not safe at all. She looks into the 
gender issue, female's role, 
beauty per se, domination, reli-
gion, 
society, all controversial 
things that her
 work touches 
upon. 
One of Turkovich's pictures 
is an example of all this. The 
model is applying some lipstick 
in 
front  of a mirror. She wears a 
cap with 
the word "fuck" written 
all over it. Her clothes
 are tight, 
and she carries a leather 
device
 
in her pelvis. 
The 
first reading of the 
pic-
ture is to the 
back  of the model. 
The second reading
 goes to the 
mirror, where the front 
of her  
body shows a flagrant penis. 
"I started 
wondering
 what it 
would be like if 
I had a penis. I 
thought that maybe
 this is some-
thing women
 think about," the 
artist said. 
Still another 
photograph  
shows a 
woman  wearing a mask, 
on top of what seems a 
cross. A 
broken 
window adds 
to
 the 
dimension of this
 person. 
Turkovich  is raising the 
issue
 of 
being
 in a passive or 
aggressive  
role. 
"I don't want
 to tell people 
what to 
think, but I want people 
to think. About 
looking,  about 
women 
roles  and position; to 
have a look at themselves,"
 she 
said. 
Photographic essay 
captures community 
By Carolina Moroder 
Spartan Dia" Sufi -Writer 
In a well -lighted space, a 
chair, 
slippers,
 a table, a vase 
with roses, and other 
details,  
welcome
 the viewer with the 
presence of 
a woman. 
Surrounding these objects 
and in the 
walls, the photo-
graphic 
essay  starts unfolding 
her story. 
Photographer Teresa Hauge-
Giovanzana has chosen docu-
mentary 
photography and 
installation 
to show in Gallery 5 
of the Art 
Building.  
Hauge-Giovanzana is getting 
her bachelor's in fine arts with a 
concentration in photography. 
After finishing her associate in 
arts degree in photography at 
De Anza college, and 
working  
for several 
years as a
 
commercial 
photographer,
 she decided to 
come back to 
school  and finish 
her degree. 
While taking pictures for one 
of her classes, she came across a 
woman who stopped her daily 
chores for a 
moment  and told 
her the story 
which eventually 
became her source of inspira-
tion. 
The woman is 
Gioanna 
Regalia. She 
has  been a down-
town San 
Jose
 resident for 40 
years after
 she immigrated to 
the United States from Italy as a 
bride. 
She 
witnessed
 the change of 
scenery, 
and tells the story of 
how things looked like when I-
280 and 87 were 
not part of the 
city yet. 
The Guadalupe River runs 
behind the only home she has 
known 
in
 this country. 
A home that is filled with the 
flowers 
and vegetables she 
proudly grows in her garden, 
both of 
which  will soon disap-
pear.
 
The
 City of San Jose
 and the 
Santa Clara 
County
 Water Dis-
trict informed
 Regalia she will 
be 
relocated
 in 1994. 
The reason
 is the 
develop-
ment  of the 
Guadalupe
 River 
Project, to 
establish  more 
open
 
community 
space  for San Jose 
residents 
and  for 
public
 events. 
Hauge-Giovanzana
 was 
impressed
 with Regalia's
 story. 
"Most  of us 
have
 the miscon-
ception 
with
 home as 
a con-
stant," she 
said. "However, the 
reality is that 
most
 of us are pow-
erless and could 
lose our 
home." 
She wanted Regalia 
to tell her 
story, 
so the 16" x 20" black 
and 
white 
photographs  are 
finished
 
with a handwritten text.
 "Every-
thing is verbatim, it's 
her story, 
her words," Hauge-Giovanzana 
said. 
She said her photographic 
essay brought a sense of com-
munity to 
some of the viewers. A 
woman wrote
 her phone num-
ber in the artist's 
guest book, 
inviting Regalia to live with her 
and her family. A man also
 left 
his number, with a note saying 
he would like to help in some 
way.  
Besides the
 objects and the 
photographs, there is also a map 
of the Guadalupe River Park 
Project, showing the 
plan the 
city holds for that area. 
"Sometimes
 in the name of 
progress we forget about those 
individuals that are affected the
 
most, but considered the 
least,"  
the artist said. 
She considers 
that
 making art 
is 
about sharing. This is 
exactly 
what she's done. 
The Art & Design Galleries,
 are 
open Tues. 
-Fri.
 
11
 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
The shows end today. 
For more 
information
 call the 
gallery office at 924-4330. 
Abortion: Walk 
is 
on
 Sunday 
From page 1 
reproductive freedoms."
 
Walk for Choice offers stu-
dents and others a chance to 
show their pro-choice support 
and learn more about the move-
ment.  Sunday's 5K walk is spon-
sored by the 
pro -choice coalition 
of Santa Clara county. 
The event kicks off in Plaza 
Park, 
featuring
 Mayor Susan 
Hammer and a variety of speak-
ers dealing with the abortion 
issue.
 
An aerobics instructor will 
start the walk off at noon with 
stretches and exercises. 
"Last year the walk was 
absolutely wonderful,* said 
Margie Foote, general manager 
of the Pro-Choice 
Coalition of 
Santa
 Clara County. 'The differ-
ent people all 
fighting  for the 
same cause is exhilarating." 
The feeling
 of unity is a run-
ning theme throughout the pro-
choice movement. Fedor agrees 
with Foote. 'The 
walk  and rally 
are so 
uplifting,"  Fedor said. 
"There are Democrats 
and 
Republicans, Christians and 
atheists, and people
 from all dif 
th 
- 
ferent enic-bac backgrounds  all 
forgetting their differences and 
coming together. I just can't 
describe the feeling." 
The proceeds from the walk 
will be used 
to help fight to keep 
abortions safe and
 legal in the 
United States. 
Money is needed to oppose 
anti -abortion 
groups  such as 
Operation Rescue, and fund 
var-
ious pro -choice
 efforts around 
Santa Clara County. 
"The 
Walk  For Choice has 
always been a major fund-raiser, 
helping significantly
 with our 
financial defense against Opera-
tion Rescue," Foote said. 
equipment
 we use  walkie 
talkies and hand radios  can 
be really expensive. 
But,
 I think 
we 
made  (Operation Rescue) 
think twice 
before  coming back 
to San Jose." 
Fedor does not 
expect trou-
ble from the pro-lifers. "Last
 year 
about 
10 people showed up 
holding signs, she said. 
"We 
usually circle them right
 away 
and 
sing
 songs. If they yell, 
we
 
yell back. 
They
 are never there 
long because they know 
they are 
not 
wanted.
 There are too 
many 
people against
 them." 
For now, illegal
 abortions and 
the deaths that 
accompanied  
them are 
not  easily forgotten
 
memories in this 
country.  Yet, 
there are many people
 who are 
fighting, and 
in
 some instances 
killing, to make abortion
 illegal 
once again. 
What Foote, Fedor 
and  the 
other 1,000 
people who are
 
expected
 to show their 
pro-
choice 
support  at the 
rally want 
to get across is 
that
 abortion is 
an American
 right, and 
should  
stay
 so. 
State
 
violated
 federal 
safety 
rules in 
operation
 of 
air  tanker 
SACRAMENTO  
(AP)
  The 
Federal 
Aviation 
Administration  
says the state
 violated safety rules 
by using 
an experimental
 plane 
to battle wildfires
 in 1988 and 
1989. 
Federal 
officials
 began an 
investigation  last month after 
The Associated Press
 reported 
that state
 forestry officials had 
flown the plane under contract 
as an air tanker
 in California 
during a period when the FAA 
had restricted 
it
 to test flights 
over remote, unpopulated areas 
of Arizona. 
FAA spokesman Fred O'Don-
nell said the agency determined 
the California Department of 
Forestry did not have the 
authority to 
override  the federal 
restrictions. 
The FAA plans no further 
action because the state agency 
was "not
 turned in" at the time 
and 
the restrictions
 on the plane
 
were
 lifted in 
1990, 
O'Donnell
 
said.
 
CDF 
continues  to 
fly  the 
white 
aircraft, 
marked
 "180," 
under
 contract as 
an
 air tanker 
in California 
The 
state acquired 
the for-
mer 
Navy  S-2 from 
the federal 
government in 1985. 
State forestry 
officials
 have 
said they declared the plane 
exempt from FAA restrictions in 
1988 and 1989 because federal 
assessment of the experimental 
aircraft was slow, it was needed 
in California, and the state con-
sidered it safe. 
California, as a 
government 
agency, has authority to main-
tain its own aircraft 
and investi-
gate crashes, free
 of FAA over-
sight. 
FAA inspectors said they 
restricted 
the  plane to test flights 
in Arizona and banned it from 
flying over populated areas, 
except for takeoffs
 and landings, 
to protect 
the public because 
they had not yet decided that 
the plane was safe. 
The state operates its other 
air tankers under its own author-
ity, exempt 
from
 FAA regulation. 
CDF 
spokeswoman  Karen Terrill 
said her department
 sought fed-
eral certification
 of Tanker 180 
at the 
request
 of Marsh  Aviation 
of Mesa, Ariz., 
a contractor the 
state hired to 
refit the plane with 
turbine 
engines
 as an experi-
ment. 
Marsh 
owner Floyd Stilwell 
said he wanted to 
involve
 the 
FAA since 
its certification of his 
modification plans was 
neces-
sary to market them elsewhere. 
Sales have hit $30 million and 
are expected to go higher, he 
said. 
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Immigrants  
work  more,
 earn less
 
than
 
American
-born 
residents  
SACRAMENTO
 (AP)
 - 
Male
 
immigrants
 in California
 have 
a 
higher
 
employment
 rate 
than
 
U.S.-born  
male  
residents,
 but 
the 
average
 
immigrant's  
salary is 
24 
percent  less 
than 
nonimmi-
grant 
workers,  a 
new study
 of 
the 
1990 
census  
found.  
The study
 by the 
California 
Research  
Bureau  
of
 the 
State  
Library  found
 that 
60.7
 percent 
of 
California's
 
immigrant
 resi-
dents 
were 
employed,
 com-
pared
 to 62.7
 percent
 of the 
native
 
population.
 
But 
among  
males,  72.6 
per-
cent
 of the 
immigrants  and 
70.2  
percent of the
 American -born 
residents 
were  employed,
 while 
among women
 48.2 percent of 
the immigrants 
and 55.5 per-
cent of the 
native  Americans 
were employed. 
The report found that the 
average 
immigrant's annual
 
salary 
was just over $13,000 
annually, 
compared  to $17,000 
for non
-immigrants.  But total 
immigrant family
 incomes near-
ly match the 
statewide  average 
because they 
have more workers 
per  household.
 
School  
voucher  
backers  
accuse  
teachers 
of 
campaign  
violations  
SACRAMENTO
 (AP)
 - 
School
 voucher 
supporters  want 
the
 state 
attorney  
general
 to 
investigate
 reports
 of public 
school
 teachers 
campaigning
 
against 
the  voucher 
initiative 
during
 class 
time. 
On
 the other
 hand,  oppo-
nents warn
 of potential
 abuse of 
taxpayer  
money  by 
private 
schools
 if voters
 approve 
the 
Nov. 2 
ballot  
measure.
 The 
opponents  
distributed  a 
state 
auditor's 
opinion 
that
 the state
 
will 
have  no 
authority
 to audit 
voucher funds. 
Proposition
 174 sponsors 
said  
teachers distributing
 literature 
against  the initiative to students
 
at school 
and of voucher oppo-
nents campaigning
 during back -
to-school nights. 
An attorney for the Yes on 
174 
campaign 
also
 criticized acting
 
state schools 
superintendent  
William
 Dawson for 
issuing
 
press releases 
"berating"  the ini-
tiative and directing 
people to 
contact state 
employees for 
fur-
ther 
information.  
Classified 
The SPARTAN DAILY 
melee no claim for products or 
services advertised below nor le 
there wry guarantee irripiled
 The 
classified colirnra of the 
Spartan
 
Daily consist of paid advertising 
end oflerings are 
not approved or 
verified
 by the newspaper. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
WINNING
 ART = 
SSS 
Local retailer seeks innovative 
original art with "sense of style" 
for
 charity
 benefit auction evert. 
Artwork to be displayed 
in-store 
prior to event.
 
$500.00 grant to 
artist brirrng hishest auction 
price. For deters 
visit  ARRAY 
at Oakridge Mall. San Jose. 
or call 1-800-444-6663. 
WANTED: Psychology
 Volunteers 
Reach out 4 hours per week as 
a 
Community Friend, providing social 
support to those 
who  endure 
mental illness. We train.
 Call 
(408)4360606.  
auootsr 
MEDITATION
 CLASSES. 
Wednesday evenings near SJSU.
 
Saraha Center 2976840. 
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
 
Office
 visits
 arid x-rays no charge. 
SAVE MONEY and
 your teeth. 
Enroll 
now! 
For 
brochure  see A.S. 
Office or call 
(800) 655-3225. 
100% 
PURE
 ADRENAUNE 
Experience the
 thrill of free 
falling
 
from 10,000 feet
 at the Bay Area's 
only 
skydNing
 center. Come 
join
 us 
for a 
tandem jump and 
enjoy your 
first
 skydive 
with  only 45 minutes 
of 
training.  For 
the  true 
thrill
 seek-
er, try an 
accelerated
 
freefall  
course 
and find yourself
 on the 
fastest
 road to 
becoming  a 
certified slcAiNer,
 starting with a six 
hour class
 and a mile long
 freefall 
the same 
day. Videos of your jump
 
also 
available. Owned 
and operat-
ed by SJSU 
students 
and  grads. 
For 
more  info call 
(510)634-7575.  
WANT 
TO KNOW THE 
SCORE?  
Call 
Sport/Entertainment
 line
 
1-900-9905505  
ext.
 460. $2.00 
per 
mm.
 18 or older. 
Touch  crone 
required.
 A4. call 3 
mm. Limy Ah.
 
Arkturage  AK 
MODEL 
SEARCH  
MAGAZINE  
You need exposure to succeed
 
in 
MODELING. Now
 you can gut 
your
 
photo and 
information 
in front 
of
 100s of 
the top 
advertising  
agencies  
NATIONWIDE]
 
Your
 
chance
 to be 
seenlIl  Call 
TOM
 
for 
details.  
(408)249-9737.  
RIND 
RAISER.
 
Raise $500. 
in 5 
days. Cr ouPs. 
Clubs, 
motivated 
indNiduals.
 
1-8006556935
 
ext.101.
 
AUTOMOTIVE
 
AUTO 
INSURANCE
 
Campus  
Insurance  
Service  
Special
 
Student
 
Programs
 
Serving 
SJSU
 for 20 
years  
'Great  
Rates  for 
Good  
Drivers"
 
"Good  
Rates
 for Non
-Good 
Drivers"
 
SPECIAL 
DISCOUNTS  
'Goad 
Student"  
"Famity  
Multi
-car 
CAU- 
TODAY 
296-5270
 
FREE QUOTE
 
NO HASSLE - NO 
OBLIGATION
 
Also 
open Saturdays
 9-2. 
ELECTRONICS
  
IMAGEWRITER It
 PRINTER  
$225. o.b.o. 
Excellent  
condition.  
Call Mary 408/866-6586. 
FOR 
SALE
 
RED SETS: QM= 
NS. S75.  
Twin: 
$65. 
Bunkbeds:  
$125. 
Daybed:
 $65. Brass 
queen
 with 
mattress
 set: $285. 
Everything 
newt 998-2337. 
ROYAL
-TREK INTERNATIONAL 
presents fine fragrances 
from Pans 
Perfumes. Versions
 of. Chanel No 5, 
Obsession. Opium,
 Beautiful, Joy, 
Eternity.  Shalimar.  Oscar de la 
Rent& Red, Giorgio, Poison,  White 
Linen,  Pssion, L'Air du Temps, 
Halston,
 Samsara, Realities, 
Spellbound. Escape & Lauren. 
1/2 ox.- 515./bottle, 1 oz. -S20. 
bottle. Great for 
yourself  or gift 
giving.All perfumes guaranteed 
to your satisfaction.
 We challenge 
you to tell the difference
 from the 
original.  To order, send your check 
with sans tax. add $3.00 
shipping 
to: Royal -Trek Intl. 433W. Allen 
Unit 102, 
San  ("limas, CA 91773. 
(800)  876-1668. 
HELP 
WANTED  
WATTPERSON NEEDED 
Part-lbor.
 
Evening and weekend shifts
 
available. Apply  
in
 person. 
Britannia Arms.
 5027 Almaden 
Entry. San Jose. 95118. 
Pt TECH SUPPORT/mac mitosis 
Requires strong 
communication  
skills & 
detailed  knowledge of the 
Mac. Send 
resume: Advanced Soft-
ware, 1095 E Duane. Ste. 103, 
Sunnyvalle, CA 94086. Phone 
408/7330745, FAX 403/7332335. 
REED'S SPORT 
SHOP - looking for 
retail sales -ski-bike-gun dept. Also 
looking for experienced
 
cashiers.  
Contact Jim  
926-3020.  
SHERATON SAN
 
JOSE
 S new hiring 
 Guest
 Service Agent 
- F/T 
 Bell person P/T 
 Hostess P/T 
Applications 
accepted
 Mon.- Fri. 
1801 
Barter  Lane, Milpitas. EOE. 
CAMPUS RFP -Join an exdtrygrow 
eg ccrnparty & dorelop new sauces of 
reprographics business at SJS.L1 
Qualified candidates should have: 
 Previous retail sales experience. 
 Some experience operating copy 
and/or bindery machines.
 
 Positrve upbeat attitude. 
 Strong communication 
skills. 
 Customer service oriented. 
 
Abilrty
 to work in fast paced 
environment.
 
 Active participation in 
campus
 
activities. 
 Be 
able
 to commit 20 has/week.  
 
Desire  todevelopsealmanatir  
skills.  
 Willingness to participate in a six 
week paid training program. 
We offer 
competitive  
hourly
 rate
 + 
bonus 
based on sales production.
 
Apply In person and complete 
an 
application.  COPYMAT-119 
East San Carlos, 
San  Jose. 
THE OLD 
SPAGHETTI  FACTORY
 is 
looking for  friendly 
and  energetic 
hosts,
 bus and 
wait staff. 
Day 
and/or night 
shifts available.
 Apply 
in person at 
51N.
 San Pedro, M  F, 
3 
4 pm. No phone calls
 please. 
GREEKS 
 CLUIS 
Raise
 up to $1,000. 
in just one 
week! For your 
fraternity, sorority 
8, club. Plus 
$1,000.
 for yourself! 
And a Free
 T-shirt just
 for calling.
 
1-8009320528,
 ext. 75. 
LEARN 
TO
 BE A LOAN 
OFFICER. 
Excellent ground 
floor 
opportunity.
 
You could
 be 
making
 up to 
$35,000.00
 
your
 
first year) 
To learn how. call 
3788088 for an 
appointment  or 
fax
 
3788089. 
SECURITY: 
RU. OR PART
 'TIME 
Full 
trainri
 
S7.03  
$8.00 /hour. 
 Weekly
 
Pay checks 
 
Excellent
 Benefits 
 Credit Union 

 Medical/Dental
 Insurance 
 Vacation Pay 
 
Referral  Bonus 
Apply: 
Monday-
 Friday 8 
am. -5 pm. 
 Vinelsod
 Ittowily 
Santee    
3212 
Scott  Blvd. 
Santa  Clara, 
CA 95054.
 Neer 101. 
at San 
Tomas
 Up/. & 
Olcott.
 Equal 
Opportunity 
Employer.  
Imelda
 
Marcos
 
convicted
 of 
corruption,  
sentenced
 
MANILA,
 Philippines
 (AP) 
- A 
Philippine 
court  convicted
 
Imelda
 Marcos of 
corruption  
Friday and 
sentenced  the 
for-
mer  first lady
 to nine 
to
 12 
years  imprisonment
 for each 
of
 
two 
counts  of 
corruption.
 
The 
conviction 
ended the 
first 
criminal
 trial in 
the  Philip-
pines for
 the widow 
of former
 
strongman
 Ferdinand
 Marcos, 
who was 
accused  of 
massive
 cor-
ruption  
during
 his long
 rule. 
The 
government  
has strug-
gled 
for  years to 
pursue Mrs.
 
Marcos  and is 
still trying 
to 
recover some
 of the 
estimated
 
$10 billion 
it says was 
embez-
zled 
during 
his  20-year 
rule. 
The three
-judge 
Sandigan-
bayan,  which tries
 official cor-
ruption 
cases,  also 
convicted  
former Transport
 Minister 
Jose  
Dans on 
the same 
counts,  and 
also sentenced
 him to 
nine to 
12
 years for 
each
 count. 
The two are 
accused
 of enter-
ing 
into five 
"unfavorable"
 con-
tracts 
involving  the 
govern-
ment-run 
commuter  rail line 
and 
the Philippine 
General 
Hospital
 Foundation 
Inc.  
They would 
have to serve at 
least 18 
years,  court 
officials  
said. 
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE HIRING! 
Off
-site warehouse:  MTh.
 8-5. 
Computer department:
 Mon, 8-12. 
Please call 924-1800 for info. 
ACUFACTS, INC. 
Security Guards / Patrol Officers 
Needed Now! 
Full time / Part time. All shifts. 
Apply Mon.- Fri. Sam. - 6pm. 
555D Meridian Ave., San Jose. 
(408)286.5880.
 
SALES 
/ MANAGEMENT
 
positions 
available for career oriented 
individual  it the health fitness field. 
America's Best corporation has 
had over a 900% growth rate over 
the past 4 years and has locations 
throughout the entire bay area. If 
you are an eager & self motivated 
individual  looking to 
start  off right, 
we will give
 you a chance.
 
Salaries,
 
commissions, bonuses, trips & 
benefits, 14K - 31K annual. Please 
fax 
your resume to (510) 713-
0850 
and 
call
 
1 -800
-883
-KICK. 
Ask for 
Mr. Bernessa. 
FULLT1ME 
 
PART-TIME
 
SALES / MARKETING POSITION 
Earn good money while studying & 
working
 under your own schedule. 
Earn
 units at SJSb. Get first 
hand experience in sales & 
marketing.
 'IA* provide 
AA
 
ltainI.
 
WAGES 
P/T $1,000.  $2,000. 
F/T 
$2,003.   $5,000. 
QUALTINCATONS 
Enthusiastic,  hard working. 
Foreign language a plus. 
Call Vincent: 9 am to 5 pm, IN-F. 
Tel:
 292-3945. 
SMALL WORLD 
SCHOOLS* 
Now
 hiring teachers & substftutes 
for school age child care programs 
and preschool programs. Teachers 
and subs must 
have minimum
 6 
units in education,
 
recreation,
 or 
child development. Full and part 
time shifts , job sharing and
 flexi-
ble 
hours for 
students.
 $6.- $8. 
per hour. Medical, dental, and eye 
care benefits for 30+ hours week-
ly. 
Great  job for male or female 
students. Call 408/257-7320. 
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! 
Many positions. 
Great 
benefits.  
Call 1-8004364365 en. 
P3310.
 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. 
Earn
 
up to $2,000+/month 
+ world trav-
el (Hawaii, 
Mexico,  the Caribbean. 
etc.). Summer and 
career employ-
ment available. No 
experience  
necessary. For 
more  information 
Call
 1-206634-0468 ext. C6041. 
WARNING 
97% of "work at 
home" job 
offers are worthless. 
Don't waste 
your money.
 
call  (408)2237273  
and learn 
which opportunities 
are 
legitimate.  
UP 
TO
 S1,775  
$7300 PER
 PACININ 
without selling! 
Let your 
answering  
machine 
do
 the 
selling for you. 
Call
 my 
exciting  
recording 
for 
details 
todayl  (408)450-2750.
 
ALASIU1 EMPLOYMENT
-Students 
needed! lam 
up to $2,5004/mo. 
in canneries or on 
fishing  vessels. 
Many 
employers
 provide room 
& board 8, 
transportation. 
No 
experience necessary.
 For more 
information call: (206) 545-4155 
ext.
 
A6041.
 
110/SINfil  
AN OASIS OF 
QUALITY.  3 bdrrn. 
2 ba. apt.
 1 block from 
campus.
 
Secured
 parking.
 S875./mo 
$100.
 off for Asst. 
mgr.  
2795784,
 
THE PRICE 
YOU WANTAND
 THE 
SPACE YOU 
NEEDILarge  
studio.
 1 
& 2 
bedroom  apts. just 
minutes
 
from SJSU! Call 
Timberwood Apts. 
 578-6800. 
2 
SR.111A.  also 
118U/ipai  Town
 
Pvt, 
perking, laundry. $685
 /mo 
Call (510)829-6348 for appt. 
I 1 
$275. SINGLE RM. 
UTIL. INCL. 
Kftch/laundry pm. 
Share  batn. Tel. 
sep. No smoking.
 Int'l health env. 
Capitol 
Expy./Hellyer  park. Hill loc. 
Phone Jim 228-9938, N. msg. 
STUDIO FOR 1 PERSON. No pets. 
$495./mo. incl. util. + 8300. sec. 
dep. Parking. Call 259-7040,  
1 
BDRM:  
$575.  
STUDIO:
 $525. 
dap: $300. 3 blocks from SJSU.
 
1 week free! HMS 
997-8200  x335. 
2 BORM APARTMENT 
S750/MO.  
 Security type buixfing 
 
secure
 
panking
 
 Close 
in 
 Modern 
building  
 Free Basic Cable service 
 Laundry room 
Village
 
Apartments.
 
576 S. 5th St. (408)295-6893. 
THE 
PRICE  YOU WANT... 
AND THE SPACE YOU NEED! 
Large studio, 1 & 2 bedroom apts. 
just minutes from SJSU! 
Call
 
Timbenvood
 Apts. 
 
578-6800.  
GATEWAY APTS. 
2 blocks from 
campus. 
2 bd./2 ba., 900 - 1,000 sq. ft. 
Ideal for up to 4 students. 
Free cable.
 Underground parking. 
Security gates. Game 
room.  
Laundry room. 
4th  & 
Rents starting at 
5750./mo.  
Call
 mgr. 
947-0803.
 
QUALITY OF LIVING & STUDY 
Willow Gardens Apartments 
1750 Stokes Street. 998-0300. 
The best in Willow Glen  area. 
Spacious 2 
bdrm./2 bath 8, 3 
bdrm./2
 bath. Recreation 
room 
w/wM bar, fitness center. pool 
& 
saunas. For move
 in special, call 
408/998-0300. 
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. 
2 bedroom./2 bath 
start  $745. 
1 bdrm.
 /1 bath  
$595.
 Walk or 
ride bike to school. Very clean, 
roomy  & remodeled. Secured 
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable 
TV. Ample parking,
 Call 288-9157 
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS. 
2 bed/2 bath apt. available now. 
4 blocks
 from campus. Free cable 
TV. water & 
garbage. Off 
street 
parking available. Several units
 
starting at $710.00/mo. Call Dan
 
at 295-5256. 
Boris 
Yeltsin 
calls early
 
elections,
 
accuses
 foes
 of 
distributing
 guns
 
MOSCOW
 
(AP)
 -
 An 
increasingly
 
impatient  
Boris 
Yeltsin 
turned  
up
 the 
pressure  
on 
hard-liners
 
barricaded  in 
the 
parliament  
building  
Thursday,
 
warning
 that 
police  are 
ready  to 
disarm 
their 
supporters.  
In answer
 to critics
 who 
accused
 him 
of
 seeking 
to
 estab-
lish a 
dictatorship  
by disbanding
 
parliament  
Tuesday,  the 
Russian
 
president
 also 
called  for 
early 
presidential
 elections
 next June.
 
In the 
first  violence
 since the 
crisis 
erupted,
 gunmen
 tried to 
storm the 
Moscow 
headquarters
 
of the 
commonwealth
 military
 
command,
 killing 
one  police-
man and 
badly beating
 a second 
before 
being repulsed. 
A 
woman was
 killed by a 
stray  bul-
let,
 Interfax news agency
 said. 
Postfactum news agency
 
said 
the gunmen 
were hard-line 
army 
officers
 who support
 Rus-
sia's parliament. 
The 
president's foes seemed 
increasingly 
desperate  and iso-
lated,
 denied 
support
 by the 
people,
 the military
 and the 
international
 
community.  
Rebel 
lawmakers, 
driving 
ahead with 
their claim to 
be
 
Russia's legitimate
 rulers, orde-
red Yeltsin 
to "surrender
 to 
legitimate 
authorities  or 
leave 
the country"
 
Baghdad
 
okays  
activating
 arms
 
monitoring
 
cameras,
 envoy
 says 
UNITED 
NATIONS
 (AP) - 
Iraq agreed 
Thursday to 
activate 
TV
 monitors at 
rocket  test sites, 
clearing 
the way for 
high-level  
talks
 in Baghdad
 next month
 
and a 
major  accord 
on
 weapons 
monitoring,
 Iraqi Ambassador
 
Nizar Hamdoon 
said. 
High-level 
talks  with U.N. 
weapons 
officials  now 
are 
expected to be 
held in early 
October.
 
"Iraq has 
agreed to 
activate  
the 
cameras,  as a sign 
of
 good 
will to the U.N.
 Special Com-
mission" on weapons
 monitor -
LOST & FOUND 
REWARD! LOST GOLD BRACELET, 
(Heart.
 hand. crown).Sentiniental.
 
CaN 2594906. 
SERVICES
 
50% DISCOUNT] 
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish. 
Enhance your natural beauty!! 
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows. 
Expires December 
15.  1993. 
4063793500
 
Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow  
621 E. Campbell Ave. 
*17,  
Campbell, CA 95008. 
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS IN 445 DAYS! 
If you 
are looking for silk 
screening quality at competitive 
prices,
 look no further. Century 
Graphics  prides itself
 on quality 
work,  quick turn around and a 
positive  happy  
staff.  Call for 
quotes at 
981$3381.  Thanks! 
WRITING ASSISTANCE any 
subject. Why suffer and get poor 
grades
 
when  help is
 just a 
call
 
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former 
college teacher) assists with 
research
 & writing. 
Tutorial  
also  
avail. 
Friendly.  caring, confidential. 
Regular 
visits
 
to your 
campus.  
Samples & references available. 
Foreigners 
welcome! Call today 
for free phone consultation: 
1-8006068898 ask for Daniel. 
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with 
B.A. and 15 years experience. Now 
accepting students
 wishing 
to 
excel' 
at
 guitar or bass. All
 
styles
 
welcome: Rock, R&B. Jazz. Fusion, 
Blues.
 Folk. 
Reggae. and
 Funk. 
Beginner,  Intermediate & 
Advanced 
are welcome. 
Bill:  408/29861.24.
 
WRIT1140, RESEARCH, EDITING. 
Versatile,  expert staff. 
ESL students a 
specialty.
 
800777-7901.
 
MEN AND WOMEN
  BARE IT ALLI 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop 
shaving,  waxing, tweezing or 
using chemicals. Let us 
perma-
nently
 remove your unwanted 
hair.  
Back- Chest 
Lip-
 Bikini
 - Chin - 
Tummy etc. Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. 
First  appt. 
1/2 price if made before Dec. 15. 
1993. Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow,  
621 E. Campbell
 Ave. #17, 
Campbell . (408) 379-3500. 
ing, 
Hamdoon told The 
Associ-
ated 
Press by 
telephone
 Thurs-
day. 
"The  cameras 
will be turned
 
on at 
any  time the 
Special  Com-
mission  
wants.
 We expect
 the 
Special
 Commission
 to go to 
Baghdad."
ere was 
no
 comment 
from  
U.N. officials. 
The
 cameras
 were 
installed
 
this summer 
after  a long stand-
off with
 Iraq, one of 
many  over 
the 
terms of the 
Gulf War. But 
the cameras 
were
 not turned on 
pending
 talks. 
Third
 plane hit 
by rebel
 fire 
in 
Georgia
 
TBILISI, 
Georgia
 (AP) - 
Abkhazian 
rebels attacked a 
third passenger
 plane in three 
days Thursday at 
Sukhumi  air-
port as 
Georgian  leader
 F.duard 
Shevardnadze  predicted gov-
ernment 
reinforcements  would 
arrive soon. 
Refugees trying to 
flee the 
Black Sea city were 
boarding 
the aircraft when 
it was hit by a 
missile 
from  offshore, 
Georgian  
officials said. 
Several 
people 
reportedly  
were killed, 
but  the exact casu-
alty toll was 
not  immediately 
known.  
Abkhazian
 gunners also shot 
down a Georgian 
SU-25  war jet, 
and fighting was
 fierce around 
the city 
again.  
Shevardnadze, who 
has  
vowed to 
remain  in Sukhumi 
despite heavy shelling from
 
land and sea, 
walked  the streets 
in combat gear talking to resi-
dents. 
"I am 
optimistic,  as I know 
only a few bouts remain
 before 
our troops
 break through" 
from the south,
 Shevardnadze 
said. 
"The 
situation  then will 
change rapidly," 
he said. 
The 
airport
 - the govern-
ment's only link to the rest of 
Georgia - was closed 
after the 
the plane was 
hit 
Phone:
 924-3277
 
 FAX: 
924-3282  
NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO? 
Live counselor. M.A., local college 
exp. Each call treated as individual 
appt. Additional 
info mailed. If I 
don't have the answer to your 
question.
 I'll get 
it and 
call 
you back! Call 900-505-CCIS. 
954/min.  Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm. 
Recorded info 
24 hours/day. 10% 
of net 
profits
 support local educe 
tion 
programs.
 College 
Career  
Information 
Services. 
800WE-FIX-MACS 
 
Mac Repair & 
Upgrades   
Wire
-Li
-Wart 
Service)  
2306 K Walsh Ave. 
Santa Clara 
Open M-F 9:00 am.  5:00
 pm. 
408/9882334. 
WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL 
CREDIT UNION 
'STUDENTS  SERVING STUDENTS' 
Membership  open exclusively 
to SJSU Students. 
Alumni.  and 
Advisory
 Faculty!
 
Services 
include: 
Auto Loans $ Personal Loans 
$ 
Debt  
Consolidation 
Loans
 
$ 
Share (savings) & CD Accts. 
Exceptional Rates!!! 
Convenient location: 
48 S. 7th Street,
 
Suite 201 
San Jose,  CA 95112
 
Call for more info: 
(4013) 
947-7273.
 
ELECTROLYSIS CUN1C. 
Unwanted
 hair removed forever. 
Specialist.  
Confidential.
 
Your own
 probe or disposable. 
335 S. Eirrywood
 Ave. San Jose. 
247-7488. 
PAGERS. 
BUY,
 SELL, TRADE  
recrystal. 1 free month of service 
with 
each  referral.  
Low  rates & 
excellent 
service.  We have voice 
mail. Will trade for CD's, electronic 
equipment or video games. Once 
you become a customer
 you 
can  
resell Our pagers to earn
 
$S.  
408/522-7203  or 374-3167.
 
LOVE UFE? CAREER GUIDANCE?
 
Helpful insight? Know 
thyself!
 
Astrology  interpretation $19.95. 
Send check and 
your birth date. 
time of birth.  city & state. to 
D. 
McGrane. Box
 143, New 
Almaden. CA. 
950420143.  Con-
tains approx.
 15 detailed pages, 
plus 5 page 
information  sheet! 
SERVICES  FINANCIAL
 
DO YOU want a c.hputes search 
done to find scho , for you?
 
Many sources available. 80% 
require  no GPA or have no income 
limitations. Call or write: 
Unique  
Service Co. P.O. Box 867. Millbrae. 
CA 94030. (415i 
692-4847.
 
WANT MONEY FOR COLLEGE? 
Scholarship 
Matching  
No GPA or need qualifications  
Money  back guarantee 
Information
 & apdication
 
.IW 
Scholarsnip  Matching Service
 
P.O. Box 53450 
San Jose,  CA 951530450
 
408629-8886. 
SS FREE $5 FOR COLLEGE 5$ 
Private money is available
 now in 
scholarships, grants 8, 
work 
study. No financial need. 
No GPA 
min. Over 350,000 
active
 donors. 
For free application & info. 
cell  
408/5227222
 or write Scholarship
 
478 W. Hamilton
 Ave. *397. 
Campbell,
 CA 
95008
 
$10.00
 
off 
with ad or referral. We 
will 
beat 
any advertised price. Satisfaction 
guaranteed.  
COLLEGE 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
avail-
able.
 Recorded 
message
 gves 
details.
 408;8483555 ext. 112 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
GUARANTEED!  
No minimum GPA. No 
financiai  
need.
 Send
 for Free info 
today!
 
Premier 
Resources.  P.O. Box 970. 
measanton.  CA 94566. 
MONEY 
FOR  COLLEGE lIt 
Money is waling
 for you right now 
from 
Private Scholarships. Grants 
and 
Fellowships.  No Financial 
Need
 and 
No GPA 
minimum 
required. For FREE 
literature 
pack-
age. CALL NOW! 
408-9937208.
 
Access/control *2081993. 
  
DON'T  PAY ITII   
Don't 
pay $70. -$100. for a schol-
arship 
searcn Get
 
$ scurces
 NOW 
Call 
Scholar-DollarS  
today!!
 
1900986002386.703.52. 
mm,
 5 
min. max. 1.8 or oido. 
IT
 Owe reg. & 
save 
even
 more. 
order  our 
book 
'Scholarships.
 
Grants
 and Loans" 
Contains dozens of money sources 
& time 
saving 
tips.  Order 
today!  
Only $5.95 to Scholar-DollarS. P.O. 
Box456 Mt. Herman, CA 95041. 
30 day M/B 
Guarantee. 
Allow  4-6 
Ma,  Strauss Ent. 4086254910.  
WORD 
PROCESSING
 
EXPERIENCED Word Phloem( 
Too may 
reports
 and not 
enough time? Let me do the 
typing! Resumes,  
term  
papers,  
theses,
 etc. IBM 
compatible co'
 - outer / 
laser 
printer.
 FAX Machine. 
Notary  
public.
 Call Anna -9724992. 
I 
HATE
 TO 
TYP   
If 
this got your attention. , your-
self a break. Let
 me 
do
 i) ur 
VDU!  
Pick 
up and 
delivery - $1.00 
Resumes, term papers & theses. 
APA format.
 12.00,0er
 double 
spaced
 
page
 
5 00 
minimum
 
Coil
 
Julie-
 998-8354 
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED 
Professionai Word Processing! 
Theses.
 Term Papers, Nursing & 
Group Protects. Resumes,  Letters, 
Manuscripts.  etc.
 
WordPerfect
 5.1, 
HP Laser II. 
All
 formats, specializing 
in APA. 
Spelling,
 punctuation and  
grammatical
 editing. Free disc 
storage. All work guaranteed! 
Wormy
 
free,
 dependar e. and promo* 
service.
 To into 
sappointmem,
 
call now to res,
 .Our time' Car 
PAM 
247-268:  
harri-8pm
 
l plus 
Save Addition
 
10% Per ReAstrill 
PROFESSIONAL Word lotoceselits. 
Theses,
 term papers,  
grow:,  
projects,
 
resumes,
 letters.
 etc. 
All 
formats,
 especially
 APA. 
Experienced,
 dependable.
 
ouick  
return. Transcriptions available.
 
Almaden / 
Branham  
area. 
Call
 
Linda
 
1408:
 2c4-4
 
HAAVARDFREPAOKT
  
UNION  Orr 
Wordprocess
 - -g. 
All work accepte:  Reports  
Theses  Prof )  r.,th MLA. 
APA and Tura r formats;
 
Quick 
& 
Spee. ._,^around:
 
WP 5.1. Laser
 
to
 eie. 
call  me 
7 days a 
week
 7 am 
to 
11
 
pm 
Saanre
 Scot! .!-10 '489-9794
 
EXPERT
 
WORD  PROCESSORS
 
Science anc Eng, sr Dupes the-
ses our specialty.
 Laser printing. 
Free
 spell 
check  and
 storage. 
APA. Turabian and other formats. 
Resumes,
 
editing,
 graphics 
and 
other
 
services 
available.
 
Masterson's
 Word 
Processing.
 
Cal 
Paul  
cr Vtrgina 
408251-0449.  
DAILY  
CLASSIFIED-ADVER11SING
 THAT
 WORKS!
 
Print your ad here. 
Line  is 30 spaces, 
including  letters, 
numbers,  punctuation
 & spaces 
between-werds  
HI  
IFEOLJECILIO1-107[1ODODEIEE
 
H 
PI
 ROHL] R L_I I-1E El 
r7[1] [1 LI E. I-
LIELJLIEEF-1M  
H 
FHLJEEOFOODE:
 
II 
LJOLII 
I___J=E1111
 
IDF1777777-
I   
R L_I I I R 
EREID  I 
IR  
I 
[ 
1 
F1LJ  
I  
I  
I I I 
Ad
 Rates: 3
-line  minimum 
One 
Two Three: 
Day 
Days Days 
3 
lines  $5 
$7 $9 
4 
Hose
 
$8
 
$8 
$10 
5 Mos $7 $9 
$11  
 Owe
 $8 
$10 
$12 
$1 
for  each additional
 
hoe  
Four
 
Days 
$11 
$12 
$13 
$14 
Five 
Days 
$13 
$14 
$15 
$16 
Alter the 11Ith 
day, rate Increases
 by par 
day. 
First line 
125
 spaces) 
in bold or no extra charge 
Up to 5 
additional
 words
 
available
 in bold for 
$3
 each 
SEMESTER
 RATES 
 
3-9 
lines. $70 
 
10.14  lines
 $90. 
 15-19 lines $110 
Nig*.
 
AdtlCS,
 
Dv& siRr. 
Phone 
Please 
check  I 
your
 
classification: 
Send 
check  or money 
order to 
Spartan Daily Classifieds 
San 
Jose
 State 
University,  
San  Jose, 
CA.,
 95192-0149
 
 I lassitied desk is located in 
Dwight  
Flentel
 Hall Room 209 
 Deadline Two days 
before
 publication  
All ads
 are prepaid 
 Consecutive  publications dates 
only
  No 
refunds on 
cancelled
 ads 
O QUESTIONS? 
CALL (401) 9S4-3277 
Announcements 
- 
Automotive  
- 
Electronics 
- 
For  Sale 
- 
Greek 
- 
Help
 Wanted 
- 
Housing  
- 
Lost
 and Found 
- 
Services  
- 
Services  
Financial  
- 
Travel  
- TLAonng 
- 
Word  
Processing  
6 
Friday.
 
September  
24.
 0493 
Sports
 
San  
lose
 State 
university
 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
UC Berkeley 
Memorial Stadium 
Saturday, 12:30p.m. 
Radio: 
KSJS  (90.7 FM) 
San Jose State OW 
at 
40)410 
Big West Conference Standings 
Football 
c_oriferenQq
 
W L T 
cheroll 
T W L 
New  Mexico State 1 0 0 2 1 0 
Utah  
State
 
1 0 0 1 2 0 
Northern Illinois 1 0 0 1 2 0 
Nevada
 
0 0 0 
2 1 0 
UNLV
 
0 0 0 1 2 0 
Pacific
 0 0 0 0 2 0 
Louisiana 
Tech.  
0 0 0 0 2 0 
San Jose State 0 0 0 0 3 0 
SW 
Louisiana
 0 1 0 
1 2 0 
Arkansas
 State 0 2 0 0 3 0 
Volleyball 
cenistentv 
W L Pct. 
Overall 
W L 
Pct. 
Long 
Beach 
State 2 0 
1.000
 
8 0 1 000 
UC 
Santa 
Barbara  1 0 1.000 7 1 875 
Hawaii 
3 1 .750 
5 4 556 
Pacific  
1 1 .500 
5 3 .625 
UC 
Irvine  
1 1 .500 5 4 .556 
San Jose State 
2 2 
.500 6 
5 .545 
Utah State 1 1 .500 3 9 
.250 
Nevada 
0 2 .000 7 2 .778 
New Mexico State 
0 2 
.000 1 
8 
.111 
Cal State Fullerton 
0 
1 
000 
0 9 000
 
This week 
in 
sports  
Today: 
Soccer vs. Texas Christian
 at 
Mitre 'SJSU Calssic, 8p.m., SPAR-
TAN
 STADIUM.
 
Women's Diving:
 Tryouts at the 
kg uatic Center, 3p.m. 
Saturday:
 
Football 
at
 UC Berkeley, 
12:30p.m.,
 
Volleyball 
vs.  New Mexico State, 
7:30p.m., EVENT CENTER.
 
Sunday: 
Soccer NS. UC 
Irvine 
at 
Mit]  
S1N1' 
Calssic. 3p.m., 
SPARI
 
l
 
\lil
 
UM 
Monday: 
Women's  Golf 
at Dick 
McC;uiti  
Invitational,  
Albuquerque,  
N.M.
 
Tuesday: 
Women's Golf at 
Dick  McGuire 
Albuquerque,
 N.M. 
Volleyball  at Stanford, /p.m. 
Wednesday: 
Women's Golf at 
Dick  McGuire 
Invitational, 
Albuquerque,  N.M. 
Soccer 
vs.  UC 
Berkeley,
 2p.m. 
Friday:
 
Volleyball at 
Long Beach 
Statc.
 
Soccer
 
team 
hosts  
Mitre/SJSU  
Classic  
Bs 
lane
 Nit/DLL'S 
StaStan Dath Stall Writer 
Going in 
as defending 
champions, 
the Spartan soccer 
team
 (sill host the third 
annual
 
Mitre /SJSU
 Classic at 
Spartan
 
Stadium.
 
The classic 
is sponsored by 
the Mitre 
soccer  shoe company. 
The Spartans current team 
record us 
5-1  after winning 
four
 
in a row. In 
the 
Iasi win  
the 
Spartans defeated 
I
 .ilitiiu 
ida
 
Polytechnic
 State 
1.1%
 
it 
San Luis 
Obispo.
 
\VCR' 
<Ape(
 
tuil
 
to,  
will 
it. 
said soccer
 coach
 (.,u v St. (lair. 
The  Spartans 
are  heading 
up 
against  three 
other
 teams:  
UC, Irvine, 
Texas Christian
 and 
UC Berkeley.
 UC Berkeley is 
going in with a 
team record of 
0-5. UC 
Irvine is 2-4,
 while 
Texas
 Christian 
has a 4-2-1 
record. 
The Mitre
 Classic 
begins  Fri-
day
 at 6 
p.m.
 with 
I'(. 
lisiric'
 
and 
Cal  facing 
off.  
Elii.silig  
the first match 
will be the sr ,01 - 
tans 
against 
Texas  
Christ
 i;ti 
Quote 
of the Week: "We go: taken to the 
cleaners. It's what we would call, 
in the imiarukir,
 
a 
batitAide  whipping. Winning 
had a great game plan. They 
heat the daylight out of us." 
John 
Ralston,  WU head 
football conch
'CUSTOM SCREENPRINTED
 
T-StIIRTS
 
10% 
DISCOUNT
 
fJ 
IVY SeFIEENPIRINFT ORDER
 
SUNSHINE
 
GRFIPHICS
 
SAN JOSE
 
656 AUZEFiAIS AVE. #C (408)
 977-1022 
FIR ENIONT
 
43255 MISSION BLVD. (510) 651-1907 
LIMITED
 
TIME OFFER 
NOT TO 
BE
 
USED 
WITH  ANY OTHER
 
COUPON 
lAll 
Seats
 99c -Anytime
 
S T
 
U 
D 
10 
(' 
1\1'111
 
 3 
13i,,  I hi,
  
Matinee,
 
nail\
  
\ 
11 11 II : 
 I )(it  t 
it. 
t 
 Corm
 y -A 

 
IIIIIJII I lo 
(id 
396 S.First at San Salvador  
292-5811  
COST
 
GLORIA AMFIASPARTAN 
DAILY  
SJSU's I \niter Bums, middle,
 and Troy Jensen pursue 
Wyoming's  Ryan day. SJSU 
lost to Wyoming 36-25. SJSU
 is preparing to face the 
VC
 
nigh in the 
fourth  quarter of the Spartan's 
home  opener Satur- Berkeley 
Golden Bears this Saturday 
afternoon  at Memorial Stadium. 
Spartans  
hope 
to
 
upset  
Cal  
SJSU travels
 to Berkeley 
looking for its
 first victory 
of the season 
By Ed Star(' 
lir;artart Daily 
AWL  Writer 
SJSU's 
football 
team 
will
 be at 
the less
-than  
friendly  
confines  
of 
Memorial  
Stadium  
on 
Saturday
 
looking  
to win 
its  first 
game  
of
 
the 
season
 
against  
the 
UC 
Berkeley
 
Golden  
Bears.  
The 
0-3  Spartans are hoping 
they can 
upset  the 20th ranked 
Cal team that is 3-0. 
"We 
like to play teams like Cal
 
and 
Washington.  We rise to the 
occasion," said senior tight end 
Tom Petithomme.
 
If the Spartans
 are to win, 
they will have to play better than 
they did last week against the 
University 
of Wyoming.
 
Wyoming was able 
to ctintrol the 
game  on the ground 
and mix in 
enough
 big plays to 
keep
 SJSU 
at bay. The
 Cowboys completed 
three passes over
 50 yards, two 
for touchdowns. 
To keep the same from hap-
pening this week, the Spartans 
have worked
 
extensively 
on 
their 
pass rush. This 
wiir k will 
he test-
ed  
by the big, strong
 and physi-
cal Cal
 offensive line 
that  aye' - 
ages 6 foot 5 and
 290
 pounds. 
SJSU's defense 
will have its 
hands
 full with the rest of 
the  
Golden Bear offense 
that has 
been scoring at will this 
year. 
The offense is led by junior 
quarter). 
., k 
Dave  Barr 
and 
senior tailback Lindsey
 Chap-
man. 
Chapman,
 who backed 
up
 
Russell White last 
year,  is devel-
oping into one of college foot-
ball's best runners 
and has 
gained the respect of 
Spartan
 
coach John Ralston,
 who thinks 
Chapman can "run with the best 
of them." 
"(Cal's
 running game) defi-
nitely is a 
worry,"
 Ralston said. 
"We
 played better in the
 first two 
games against teams with a good 
running 
game.  We certainly did 
not do that against
 Wyoming." 
SJSU's high-powered offense 
will also 
be
 tested by Cal, whose 
defense is ranked
 12th in the 
NCAA for total 
defense.
 A key 
for the 
Spartans  will 
be
 pass pro-
tection 
for  quarterback Jeff Gar-
cia who was 
sacked
 seven times 
last week. 
One way offensive 
coordina-
tor Roger 
Theder thinks the 
offense
 can improve is by cstab-
BRAVO
 
PAGERS  
Why 
Us?  
 
Unlimeed  Calling 
 No 
Hidden  Costs 
 Good Prices  
Great service 
TOUCH  TEL
 PAGING 
30,11M63,131611.
 
S.J. at WInctosler)
 (4081 243-1600 
Without
 diet pills, drugs
 or 
special food supplements
 
 Using self -guided imagery learned 
at the 
SLYMMETRY-Seminar  
DATE:
 Saturday Oct 9, 1993 
TIME: either 8 30AM-12:30PM or 1 30 - 5.30PM 
LOCATION Holiday Inn at Park Center
 Plaza 
282 
Almaden  Blvd., San Jose, CA. 
S125  
(Students  $80) 
Slymmetr; Seminar Presented by: 
Stephen Redmond, M.D., M.P.H. 
Specialist in Preventive 
Medicine  
Graduate of NYU Medical School
 
and UC 
Berkeley.
 
Fill
 out the bottom
 
slip and 
send  it plus a check or money order to: 
Stephen 
Redmond,  M.D., M.PH. 
18550 Saint 
Louise  Drive, #201 
Morgan 
Hill,  
Ca 95037 or call: 408-778-3837
 
(make  check payable to: Stephen 
Redmond,  M.D.) 
Name:
   
Address:  
Phone:  
Choice  of seminar time: 
[118:30 AM - 12:30 PM 
(choose one) 01:30 
PM - 5:30 PM 
fishing a running game early. 
'When  we are 
in a total pass-
ing game we're
 out of rhythm.-
Theder said. 
Senior tailback 
Nathan 
DuPree will 
have a prominent
 
role in any ground 
game
 the 
Spartans hope to establish. 
DuPree rushed 
for a season low 
of 52 yards 
against  Wyoming, 
which can be attributed
 to 
SJSU's early deficit 
If
 
SJSU can establish that run-
ning game,
 then 
Cal's  
swarming  
defense 
will also 
be challenged
 
to 
stop
 Garcia, 
the nation's
 tium-
ber  one 
ranked  
quarterback
 in 
total 
offense.
 
Garcia
 has 
been  
punishing  
opponents  
this year 
with
 his pin 
point 
passing
 and 
agils  
running.
 
SJSU will 
have
 to show up 
ready
 to play if they 
want  to keep 
from losing their
 fourth in a row 
and avenge last year's
 46-16 loss 
to Cal. 
We buy, 
sell,  and trade new and used 
Records, Tapes, CD'S, and Video
 Discs. 
.......
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STREETLIGHT
 
PICOR
 
DS
 
3979 
24TH ST 
2350 
MARKET  ST. 535 SO. BASCOM
 
SF.
 CA 94114 
S.F. 
CA 94114 SAN JOSE, CA 95128 
(415)  282-3550 
(415)  282-8000 (408) 
292-1404  
2 For 1 
Bring a 
friend  & 
show
 
your student ID 
& get a §lzipd 
order of equal or 
Atisser value 
FREE.  
k 
 H091 y! 
 
iltitural!
 

 
Fresh'
 
Ca 
eCPrOSS
 
Vegetarian
-Mediterranean  
1462 S. 
Winchester
 
Expires 10-1-93 (Beverages Excluded) San Jose, CA 95138 
Assistant  
Engineer  
Wanted:
 
Are 
you  interested in receiving
 a broad base of 
experience
 by 
rotating through 
varied  field and office 
assignments? If 
so,  San Mateo 
County 
has an excellent 
entry-level  opportunity 
for your consideration.
 
To qualify,
 you must receive a 
degree in Civil 
Engineering
 by 
December
 31, 1993; or 
24
 units of civil 
engineering  courses 
and 3 
years of 
civil  engineering 
experience  in office, field
 or survey party 
work; or 
possession
 of an Engineer
 In -Training 
Certificate.  California 
driver
 license 
required.
 
We 
provide  excellent 
benefits and a 
real  chance to grow
 profes-
sionally.  To be 
considered, 
call
 the Human 
Resources  Dept.
 for appli-
cation material 
at
 (415)363-4343.
 Finished 
application
 materials 
must 
be received in 
the Human 
Resources  Dept. 
by 5:00pm on 
Octo-
ber
 15 or postmarked
 by midnight 
October
 15. EOE 
m/f/d/v.  
SAN MATEO COUNTY
 
4 
